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-We

shall discussthe bonding of N2 to a Fe(lll) surfaceas the prototype systemfor
a small molecule on a metal surface.This systemis of someimportance with respect
to ammonia synthesis.
In connection with methanol synthesisfrom CO and H2 the questionof the role of
COl in the leading stepof the mechanismhasturnedup. We considersystemswhere
CO2 is known to chemisorb and discuss possible consequencesfor the above
catalyticreaction.
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1. Introduction
Among the goals of surface science is the study of the changes in electronic and
geometrical structurea moleculeexperienceswhen bound to a substrateswface. Quantum
mechanically speakingthe electronic part of the wavefunction with the wavefunction of
the nuclei have to be studied. Of course, a large step towards an understandingof the
systemis the detenninationof its symmetry becauseboth the electronic and the nuclear
part of the wavefunction transfonn with respectto the samepoint or spacegroup. Most of
our knowledge of adsorbatesstemsfrom electronscatteringand/or electron spectroscopy
in their variations. Due to the very strong interactionof the electronsusedas infonnation
carriers with the electronsof the systems,in mostcasesthe geometric (nuclear) structure
is indirectly deducedfrom electronic structuredetenninations[1,2,3].
This implies that, while we know quite a bit about symmetrypropertiesof adsorbates,
i.e. quantities suchas orientationof molecularaxesor planes,position of mirror and glide
planes in two dimensionally ordered systems,our actual knowledge of bond lengths and
bond anglesis very limited. In the following we usethe systemCO(2x1)p2mg/Ni(110)as
an example [4-11] to demonstrate how electron spectroscopy[6,8,10,11] and electron
scattering[9] may be used in this context.
It should be familiar at this point to the readerthat CO almost always binds to metal
surfaceswith its carbonatom oriented towardsthe surfaceand the oxygen atom sticking
out into the vacuum such that the molecular axis is more or less (::t:l00) oriented
perpendicularly with respect to the surface plane [1,2,3]. The so called "light-house"
effect in connectionwith the molecular shaperesonanceof the oxygen4a-lone-pair of CO
has beenemployed to come to this conclusionexperimentally[1-3]. We shall come back
to this when we discuss the N1fFe(lll) system[12,13]. The bonding of CO towards
metal surfaces may be basically described by the Blyholder model [14], i.e. by the
synergetic action of a Sa-donative and a 27t-backdonativeinteraction. This leads to a
relative shift of the 50' ionization towards, and often beyond (which means to higher
binding energy)the 17tionization while the relative 4a ioni.zationenergyremains basically
unperturbed [1-3J. Our description so far is valid for a single CO molecule interacting
with a metal surface. It has to be modified if the adsorbedCO fonns an ordered two
dimensional array [1-3].

2. How electron spectroscopyis applied to the study of adsorbates
Exposure of a clean Ni(110) surface to CO at T -120 K leads to the fonnation of a
denseCO overlayer with coveragee = 1.0 which gives rise to a (2xl) LEED pattern [4]
(Fig. la). This LEED pattern is characterized by spot extinctions along the (110)
direction, indicating the existenceof a glide plane.Without a detailed IN analysisit is not
possible to tell whetherthe spacegroup is p1g1 or p2mg.1n the fonner casethere is only
one glide plane in the (110) direction, in the lattercasethereis additionally a mirror plane
in the (001) direction of the substrate.
Photoemissionmay be usedto decide this problem [10]. Firstly, the symmetry of the
wave functions is reflected in the transition matrix elements which detennines the
differential photoemissioncurrent [1-3]:
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where 'JIf and 'JIi are the final and initial state wave functions involved in the ionization
process and p is the momentum operator the direction of which may be varied by
changingthe polarization of the light Secondly,the ordering in the adsorbatelayer causes
a band structureto develop, which reflects the symmeny of the system.
Fig. I showsthe band structureof the systemas detennined by measmingthe binding
energiesof the CO inducedfeaturesasa function of the electronemissionangle along two
azimuths with respectto the Ni(IIO) substrate,i.e the (110) and the (001) directions.
Together with the experimental data we reproduce the result of a band structure
calculation [6]. On the right hand side of the collected dispersion data [6,10,11] we
show a set of photoelectronspectra at the r -point (nonnal emission), measuredusing
unpolarizedlight of a He dischargesource.Clearly, the numberof outer valence features
is larger than four, which would be the maximum number of features for a single
molecule within the unit cell, i.e. 50', 4CJand two Ix components.This indicates that the
unit cell containsmore than one molecule.The region of the energeticallywell separated
40' emissionspoints to a splitting into two featuresconsistentwith two molecules in the
unit cell.
The different dipole selectionrules for the p2mg and the plgl symmeny groupscan be
used to decide whetherthe systemposessesp2mg or plgl symmetry. According to the
p2mg selectionrules r4 bandscan only beobserved with light polarized along the (110)
azimuth whereas in plgl these states can also be ionized with light polarized
perpendicularto the surface.The result of such a test is shown in Fig. 2. ~or the upper
spectrum light polarized predominatly along (110) was used whereas In the lower
spectrUmthe componentof the electric field vector along (110) was zero. If the adsorbate
symmetry were plgl the Ixx+ state, which transforms according to r4, should also be
visible in the lower spectrUm.Since this is not the casewe conclude that the adsorbate
symmeny is most likely p2mg and not plgl.
Considering the coverage9= 1 and the symmetry of the overlayer, ~e strUcture
model in Fig. 3 [6] is a reasonablefirst guess.The CO moleculesare canonically bound
carbonend down (seeabove) and tilted along the (001) azimuth in order to avoid
the close intermolecular contact along (110) with a separationbelow 3A which could
occur if the molecu]eswere orientedperpendicularly.
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Geometric structure

of Ni(110J/COI2x1Jp2mg

Unit cell

Figure 3. Upper left panel: Size, points, and lines of high symmeny within the Brillouin
zone. Lower panel: Structureplot of the CO(2xl)p2mg adsorbatelayer.
The detenninedband Sb"Ucture
in the region of occupied (by angle resolved ulttaviolet
photoelectron spectroscopy, ARUPS) and unoccupied (by inverse photoelecU"on
emission, IPE) states as shown in Fig. I reflects the sttucture of the adsorbatelayer
throughout the entire Brillouin zone.Two directions in k-spaceare plotted, i.e. the (110)
direction of the glide plane, and the miITor plane direction (001). The solid lines are the
result of a tight-binding calculationand the relatively gO<Xiagreementbetweenexperiment
and calculation reflects the fact that the observedband struc~ is mainly determinedby
the strong intennolecular repulsion of the CO molecules [6]. As stated above, the
presenceof two CO moleculesper unit ceillcads to a doubling of the number of baOOs
at
r and throughout the Brillouin zone, except for the line X-S, where the glide plane
symmetry only allows degeneratebands. The individual band dispersions reflect the
different strengthsof intennolecularinteraction,which the individual CO levels with their
different extensionof the rddial wave functionsexperience.
Fig. 4 representsschematicallytwo dimensional wave functions consisting of a-type
orbitals (left panc~l)and of x (xx, Xy)-typeorbitals (tWo right panels) at the r point [6].
The bonding and the antibondingcombinationsare shown. ConsiderFig. 4 (left panel) to
representthe 4a IJrbitalof CO. The splitting betWeenthe tWo componentsmay be taken
from experiment to be 0.85 eV. This value should be compared with 1.3 eV for the
splitting betweenthe Sa levels, which hybridize with the lxx component The increase
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Figure 4. Symmetric and antimetric linear combinations of two dimensional wave
functions of 0'. 7tx.and 7ty symmetry at the r point of the (2xl) p2mg Brillouin zone.
reflects the larger radial extent of the 5a-carbon-lone-pair, as compared with the 40oxygen-lone-pair. In addition, however, substratemediated interaction is important for
the 5a levels, becausethey establishpart of the bonding to the metal. The largestsplitting
in the occupied bandsis observedfor the 17txcomponentreachinga value of almost2.1
eV, while the 17tycomponent splitting (0.8 eV) is relatively small. From Fig. 4 it is
obvious that the direct overlap is the origin for this finding. On the other hand the 27t
emission observed by IPE [11], and plotted in Fig. 1, exhibits even larger splitting for
both, the 27tx(3.8 eV) and the 27ty (1.2 eV) components.This may be caused again by
substratemediated interaction due to 27t-backdonation,but an additional role may be
played by the 27twavefunctionsthemselves,which are expectedto be considerablymore
diffuse as comparedwith the 17tlevels.
A direct observationof the substratemediatedinteractionis possible by following the
CO induced features in the region of the metal band structure, ie. between the Fermi
energy and a binding energy of 3 eV [10]. In this energy range Fig. 1 shows bands
which exhibit dispersionsof up to 0.5 -1.0 eV indicating a substantialcontribution of dris
type of interaction. l'he magnitudeof the dispersionmay be correlatedand explained by
the interaction of the metallevels involved in the CO 27t-metalbackbonding.We refer to
the literature [10] for details.
Even though photoemission[6,10] and inverse photoemissiondata allow one to draw
rather detailed conclusionson the intermolecularinteractionsand the electronic strucmre
of the CO-metal bond, it is not possiblein a sttaightforward mannerto determine the site
of adsorption,namely whetherthe moleculeis terminally or bridge bonded to the surface.
This may be done considering electron energy loss data recorded with very high
resolution by H. Ibach and his group [9]. In the presentcasea simple decision on the
basisof frequenciesis not possiblebecausethe observedvalue, close to 1900 cm-l, is on
the borderbetweenOlil-topand bridge site frequencies.It is evenmore complicatedin the
present case. One spectrum showing all relevant features together with the phonon
dispersions is shown in Fig. 5 [9]. The assignmentof the modes is discussedin detail
by Voigtlander et al [9]. Briefly, for a CO adsorbate system (2000 -1800 cm-l) we
expectfour or six nonnal modesdependingon whetherthe CO moleculeis bound on-top
or via a bridge site.
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Figure 5. Electron energy loss spectra and phonon dispersion curves for the
CO(2xl)p2mg/Ni(110) adsorbate.Data have beentaken from ref. [9].
Schematicrepresentations[9] are depicted in Fig. 6. In addition to the CO stretch (Uv
which are locatedat different frequenciesdependingon the site, we expectone degenerate
(for on-top site) and two non degenerate(for bridge site) "frustrated" rotations and in the
sameway "frustrated" translationalm<xies.On the basisof clustercalculationsfor CO on
Ni(I00) the vibrational frequenciesof the modeshave beenestimated[15]. Interestingly,
the degeneratefrustrated rotation for on-top sites should be situated slightly below the
metal CO stretch, while for bridge sites the splitting of the degeneratemode is large so
that the two comI)Qnentsare located well above and below the metal-CO stretch. A
measurementof thl~frustratedrotationsof the systemwould thus allow us to differentiate
betweenon-top and bridge site. However, to apply theseconsiderationsto our adsorbate
of p2mg symmetr)' we have to take into accountthat there are two moleculesin the unit
cell, which introdulcesan additional, socalled Davydov splitting of the vibrational modes.
The splitting documents the fact that even and odd linear combinations of the normal
modesof the individual moleculeshaveto be formed and the linear combinationsarc not
necessarilydegenerate.The magnitudeof the Davydov splitting and thus the observation
of additionaldispe]~ionsdependson the CO-COIintermolecularinteraction,which may be
classified according to direct through-space-interactionto uldirect substratemediated
dipole-dipole intenLCtions,
and to interactionsarising from the clynamicdipole momentsof
the CO molecules:.Voigtlander et aI. [9] have shown that it is mainly dipole-dipole
interaction that delterminesthe Davydov splitting although strong direct through-spaceoverlapcausesthe adsorbateto exhibit p2mg symmetryin the first place.
The most prominent effect of a Davydov splitting is obsen'edfor the CO stretch.The
mode at 1984cm-l (at r) is the totally symmetric mode with both CO molecules in the
unit cell vibrating in phase.This mode is observedin specularscatteringand throughout
the entire Brillouin zone.The m<xiewith the COImoleculesvibrating out of phasesituated
at lower frequenci~~s
is even with respectto the mirror plane and odd with respectto the
glide plane. It is thl~reforenot observedat r but along r -Y at off-specularscatteringalong
the (001) azimuth. For electronscatteringalong (110) the eveneigenmodesare observed
only in the first Brillouin zone,the odd eigenmodesin the second. At the zoneboundary
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Figure 6. Schemati~:diagramsof the normal modesof CO adsorbedon-top sites and on
bridge sites, and calculated loss energies for CO(2xl)p2mg/Ni(11O). Data have been
taken from ref. [9].
both modes are de!~enerateby symmetry. Therefore the modes appear as one mode
without splitting in the dispersion curve from rOO to rIO. Also the other modes are
expected to be split into even and odd combinations. However. the observed small
dispersion. implyinJ~a small splitting of the losses at 422 and 385 cm-l. prohibits the
observation.The mode split off from the 113-60cm-I vibration which lies at 60 cm-I at r
has too Iowa frequelr1cy
to be observed.
Summarizing thlC arguments at this point 1:9]. the modes reproduced in Fig. 6
representall modesof the systemincluding the additional modescausedby the Davydov
splittings. Clearly. the numberof modesin the frustratedrotation-translationregime is not
consistentwith a bridge site. Thereforewe mustconclude that the molecule is bound ontop of the Ni atoms towards the surface.HREELS (high resolution electron energy loss
specnoscopy)providesus thus widt a funher importantstructuraldetail of dte adsorbate.
Funher informatilJn on the CQ-Ni bonding m~lYbe deducedfrom the HREELS data:
The quantitative theoretical description of the dispersion data is more sensitive to the
displacementof the c;enterof gravity of the CO mloleculesfrom the ideal on-top position
and not so strongly sensitive to the tilt angle of the molecular axis. On the other hand
XPD (X-ray photoelectron diffraction) data [8] of the system which are reproducedin
Fig. 7 are dominatedby the angularinformation. The XPD data.i.e. the variation of the
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Figure 7. CIs intensity normalized to the Ols intensity as a function of the electron
detection angle along two ~dgh symmetry azimuths of the CO(2xl)p2mg adsorbateon
Ni(110). In the lower panel calculatedcurves for a CO tilt angle of 210 are shown. Data
have beentaken from ref. [8].
CIs emission intensity as a function of polar angle, indicates a tilt aIlgle of 200, very
similar to the value deducc~dfrom ESDIAD (electron stimulated desorption of ions'
angular distribution) [5,7] and ARUPS [6] data.Since the lateral displacementdeduced
from the vibrational data m~lYbe convertedto a tilt angle:of 200in agreementwith XPD
we may concludethat the axis of the displacedCO moleculestill pointstowardsthe center
of the Ni atomof the first la'(er.
In light of the questioit1: "How do surface science studies contribute relevant
information to mechanisticproblemsin catalysis?"we discussthe interactionof molecules
with single crystal surfaces;of metal and oxide surfacesas monitored with HREELS,
illS, ARUPS, XPS and NEXAFS.

3. Case studies
3.1. CASE1: N7fFE(III)
We shall discussthe bonding of N2 to a Fe(lll) surface[13] as the prototype systemfor
a small molecule on a metal surface.This systemis of someimportance with respectto
ammonia synthesis, wherc~it has been shown by Ertl and his group [12] that N2
dissociationon Fe is the rate:limiting stepin the formatiol~of NH3 from N2 and H2.
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Adsorption of molecular nitrogenand its subsequentdissociationinto atomic nitrogen
on Fe(lll) has bc~enstudied in some detail in recent years [12,16-19]. Two weakly
chemisorbedmolecularN2 stateshave beenidentified mainly via high resolution electron
energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [20-22], X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) [20], and thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) [21,22]. In the so called
"tstate, with an adsorptionenthalpyof- 24 kl/mol [19], the N2 moleculesare terminally
bonded to fIrSt layer Fe atoms [22]. The slightly more strongly bound a-state, with an
adsorptionenthalpyof -31 kl/mol [20], which is the precursa: to N2 dissociation on the
surface, has been attributed to N2 x-bonded to the surface[20]. While the y-state has
recently beenfound to have a vibrational N-N stretching frequency of 2100 cm-l [20],
the a-state exhibits an unusually low stretching frequency of 1490 cm-l [20], which in
turn was used to infer togetherwith XPS resultsthe x-bonded natureof the state[20].
The separationof a- and y-statesby an activation barrier allows one to selectively
depopulatethe y-statesat higher temperature(110 K), while at lower temperature(below
77 K) a- and y-states are both populated as has recently been clearly demonstrated
through HREELS studies [22].
Fig. 8 shows the HREEL spectraat T = 74 K (a) dominated by the y-state and at T =
110 K (b) dominated by the a-state. After heating the surface to T = 160 K both
molecular statesan: no longer presenton the surface[20-22].
Even though the cited HREELS and XPS results suggestthat the a-state interacts
"side-on" with the metal, the presentedHREELS experimental results do not allow
conclusions about the geometric structure. Unfonunately, a LEED structure analysis
cannotbe undertakendue to the lack of any sharpadsorbateinducedpatternfor molecular
N2 adsorptionon Fe(lll). Resultsof theoreticalcalculations[23] indicate that the y-state
is bondednormal, the a-state parallel to the surface.ARUPS is the method of choice to
actuallydetenninethe orientation of the molecuJaraxis. The directional propertiesof the
so called shaperesonance[24,25] may be used to approachthe problem. Fig. 9 showsa
schematicrepresentationof the molecularstatesinvolved in the excitationprocesses.The
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Figure 8. HREELS data for15N20n Fe(lll)
taken at different temperatures.
a) T = 74 K, b) annealed to T = 110 K, c) annealed to T = 160 K. Data have been
taken from Ref. [22].
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Figure9. Schematicpotentialenergydiagramfor a diatomic moleculelike N2.
molecular potential may be thought of as created by the superposition of the atomic
potentials.Due to the centrifugal barrierthe molecularpotential exhibits potential energy
barriers which lead to resonanceswithin the continuum. These resonances may be
connectedwith highly excitedunoccupiedorbitals.In the caseof the diatomicsthis orbital
is the antibonding a-bond orbital. Since these resonances can be assigned to an
irreducible representationof the molecular point group, selectionrules areoperativein the
population of thesestates.In the presentcasethe a shaperesonancemay be only excited
with the light polarizationvector pointing alongthe molecularaxis if the initial stateof the
excitation is a a-state.Consequently,the electronemittedfrom the resonanceby nmneling
through the potential high barrier, propagatesalong the direction of the molecular axis
[1-3]. With ARUPS it shouldbe easyto detectthis resonanceand detennine the direction
of the axis. Fig. 10 showsa setof angle resolved spectraas a function of photon energy
at low temperature (T = 77 K, y-NV and higher temperature(T = 110 K. a-N2> [13].
Fig. lOa reveals the a-shaperesonancein normal emission for z -polarized light at T77 K (see inset for the emission geometry of the experiment). Fig. lOb shows a
a-resonance,but only in off-normal emissionfor a-polarized light (compare upper and
lower panel of the figure). If we choosethe sameexperimentalconditions as for Fig. lOa
we only seethe Ix emissionalong the surfacenormal. The comparisonclearlyrevealsthe
geometricalchangebetweenthe y- and the a-stateof adsorbedN2. A detailed comparison
of the shifts of the photoemissionfeatures with respectto the gas phaseindicates that
although the orientation of the molecular axis in the a-state is strongly inclined with
respect to the surface normal the site appearsto be non-symmetric [13]. A possible
coordination site is shown schematically in Fig. 11. The tilted NZ molecule binds five
iron atoms, so that the surfacecan only accommodatea small number of N2 molecules
which explains the observed low coverage (10 -20% of a monolayer) for the
a-state [19].
To understand the bonding of N2 to the surface it has to be noted that for several
chemisorptionsystemsthe adsorbatemoleculecan be consideredto be an ion stateor an
excited statemolecule stabilizedby the substrate[13].
We invoke this hypothesis in the present study for the a-N2 species and consider
which excited statesof molecular N2 might be reasonablecandidatesto form a surface
complex. The lowest excited stateof N2 is the A3~ state[26], which has a vibrational
frequency of 1460 cm-l (N2 ground state l1:g: 2360 cm-l) and a bond length of 1.29
A(N2 ground state: 1.10 A) and lies 6.22 eV above the ground state.This sta~ h~ two
attractive features as a candidate for the a-N2 surface complex: (1) the Vlbrabonal
frequencyis very close to thatobservedfor a-N2. and (2) the bond length is increasedby
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Figure11. (a) Schematicrepresentationof a possiblenon symmetricbonding site of a-N2
on Fe(111). (b) Schematicrepresentationof the 3~+ excited stateof N2 which can fonn
tWo covalentbond~;towardsthe metalatomsin the geometryshownin (a).
about0.2 A from the ground state-an important ingredient for a potential precursor to
dissociation. But, the excitation energy of 6.22 eV requires considerable bonding
interactionsto stabilizethis state.However, tWo covalent nitrogen-iron single bonds can
be formed by the N2 (31:u)state;
each suchbond should contributea bond energy of about
2.5 eV. This is still not sufficient to counterbalaJrlce
the 6.22 eV excitation energyand the
remaining energy would have to be obtained via several dative bond interactions and
electrostatic effects due to polarization. It is not unreasonable, therefore, that the
combination of these contributions could yield a species consistent with the known
properties of a-N:~. By contrast, we expect the y-N2 state to be the ground state of N2
(l~) weakly bondedto the sufaceby a singledative interaction.
A schematicrepresentation(in terms of correlatedorbitals of 0'- and x-symmetry) of
this state as it might bond to the surfaceis given in Fig. 11 [13]. We note that the state
correspondsto a broken "ft-bond" with the tWo resulting dangling orbitals available for
forming covalent bonds to the surface. In addition there is the potential for fomring
severaldative bonds in this unique geometrical arrangementHence, it appearsthat the
proposed site geometry does offer the considerable bonding interactions which are
necessaryto stabil:izethe 31:ustate.It will require considerablefU11herexperimentaland
theoretical work to test the validity of our proposedbonding model for a-N2, however
we feel it may be valuableasa startingpoint for discussionto havea definite microscopic
model in mind
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3.2. CASE2: CO2/NI(l10)
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Figure 12. Photoelectron spectra of a CO2/Ni(110) adsorbate taken at various
temperaturesin comparisonwith a clean (a), an oxygen covered (h) and a CO covered
surface (i).
In connectionwith methanolsynthesisfrom 00 andH2 the questionof therole of CO2
in the leading step of the mechanismhas turned up [27]. Also, in connection with the
elementarystepsin the Fischer-Tropsch reaction,C02 adsorptionmay play an imponant
role [28].
Severalgroups have studiedthe adsorptionof CO2 on metal surfaces[29-33], and for
a long period of time it was assumedthat CQz does not chemisorb on metal surfaces
without dissociation [34,35]. We have investigated,as an example, interaction of CO2
with a Ni(110) swface, applying a variety of methods[29,30,33,36]. A seriesof nonna!
emission ARUP spectra of the system CO2/Ni(110) [29] in Fig. 12 indicates the
usefulness of AR1JPSto identify reaction intermediates in favourable cases. At low
temperatureCO2 acisorptionleadsto mixed chemisorbed/physi:;orbed
layers(spectrumb),

'-
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and the physisom~ speciesdesorbsselectivelyby elevating Ithetemperature(spectrab)e». Around 200 K a spectrumof the pure chemisorbedspeciesis found which shows
three features. alne additional feature around 5 eV is forbidden in normal emission,
indicating C2v symmetry of the adsorption :site. Compari~~onwith results of cluster
calculations [37,38] shows that this is a bent anionic CD2--species.Whether the CO2-speciesis carbon or oxygen bound to the surfacecannot be decided on the basis of the
ARUPS results a:lone.However, we shall discuss HREELS results showing that the
CO25--speciesis bound throughthe oxygenatomsto the surface.Above 200 K (spectl11m
f) this speciesdissociatesinto CO and 0, both adsorbedon the surface,as is clear from a
comparison with the spectra of pure CO and 0 adsorba1tes(spectra h)-i». It was
concluded from this study that 0020- is an intrinsic precursorfor Caz dissociation[29].
Fig. 13 shows ,aset of HREELS spectra[29] after dosinJ~a Ni(IIO) surface at low
temperature(T-l~70 K) with CO2 and heating it up to above 200 K. At low temperature
the strong band at 670 cm-l indicates the presenceof undistorted CO? and has been
assigned to the C:02 bending mode. The loss feature at 2350 cm- r is due to the
asymmetricstretchof linear CO2andexhibits small but appreciableintensity.
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The dynamic dipoles of the two mentionedCO2 vibrations behavedifferently, i.e. the
stretchingmode is polarized along the molecularaxis, the bendingmode perpendicularly
with respectto the molecular axis.Therefore,if the molecular axis were oriented palallel
to the metal surfacethe stretchingmode should be completely screened,if the molecular
axis were oriented perpendicular to the metal surface the bending mode should be
screened.Both modesare active, however, with the bending mode strongly dominating,
which indicatesthat CO2is orientednot quite but almostparallel to the surface.
As has beendiscussedabove in addition to linear CO2 there is a bent CO1o8-species
presenton the surfacewhich leadsto lossesat 272 cm-l, at 1103cm-l, and at 403 cm-l.
These losses have been assignedto the b~ding mode, the symmetric stretch and the
molecule-substratestretchingmode of CO2 .respectively. The loss featureat 1352 cm-l
has been observed in earlier work [29] and has been attributed to the presence of
carbonate. We shall provide conclusive ev'idence[36] that it is due to the formate
symmetricstretch.
If the adsorbate is heated from 90 K to a temperature close to 200 K we observe
characteristic changes of dIe loss intensities.

Firstly, between120 K and 170 K the featuresdue to linear CO2 disappearindicating
the reactionof this surfacespecies.Note, that uponelevating the temperaturethe relative
intensities of CO2 bending- and stretching modes change, i.e. the stretching vibration
gainsintensity. This may indicatea slightly different averageadsorbategeometryof linear
CO2 with its axis assuminga smaller inclination with respect to dIe surface normal at
higher surfacetemperature.
Secondly,while dIe CO2 featuresdisappeaI'dIe CO25--lossg.sgain intensity suggestive
of the earlier fmding CO2 is partly transfonnedinto bent C~ .As discussedin detail by
Bartos et al. [29] before, the asymmetric stretchof dIe CO2 is missing on Ni(110) due
to the C2v symmetryof th%.
adsorbedspecies.
Above 200 K the CO2 -signal has disappearedand the typical CO + 0 spectrumis
observed indicating similar to ARUPS the dissociation of CO2 to CO + O. Such
processeshave beenfound on severalclean and modified (by alkali metal) surfaces[3946]. In particulaI' alkali appearsto promote the process.We have indications that the
geometry of the chemisorbedCO2S-in the latter caseis different from the one on pure
Ni(110). One indication is the frequency of the molecule-metal vibration. While we
observea band at 405 cm-l for Ni (110)typical for oxygen-metalvibration we find a band
at 282 cm-l compatible with a carbon coordination to the metal [39-41]. We may
understandthis behaviouron the basisof somesimple consideration:the bonding on the
unmodified surfaceis dominated by the greaterstability of the oxygen-metaldative bond
as compared with the covalent C-Ni bond involving a carbon 2p and a Ni-4s electron.
However, if we modify the~urface with alkali, a strong surfacedipole is created which
influences the metal-CO2 --dipole in such a way that the molecule in its trying to
maximize the compensationof the alkali-metal dipole has to reorient with respectto the
surface.
Obviously, the existenceof CO2S-on the surfaceopens.~p the possibi.lio/to try to react
this intermediatewith other specieson the surface.In additIon, the reacUVltymay depend
on the co;&~metal-bond, e.g. it may be different for a clean and a r.nodified~urf8;CC'
In
fact, cOi-o::on Ni(110) readily reactswith coadsorbedhydrogen as IS shown m ~lg. 14.
At low temperaturethe situationis very similar to the one describedabovebut starungat a
surfacetemperatureofT = 125K. Above temperaturesofT = 200 K the spectrumis very
simple. It is characterized by three losses (excluding the CO loss at 1880 cm-l) at
403 cm-l, 727 cm-l and 1353cm-l, and a very weak loss at 2904 cm-l. The la.ue;rone
becomesclearly visible at off specularscatteringangles(seeFig. 14). Clearly this IS the
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Figure 14. Series of HREEL spectraof 1 L COl + 0.1 L HI]/Ni(110) as a function of
temperature.
loss spectrumof adsorbedformate as reported by Richardsonand coworkers [47], who
also observedthe unusualhigh intensity of the C-H stretchunderoff specularconditions.
(Note that we are able to reproduce their results by adsorption of fonnic acid and
subsequentheating to room temperatures).The formate speciesformed on the surface is
stable up to temperaturesbetween 300 K and 340 K. The only species stable on the
surfaceclose to 360 K appearsto be adsorbedCO.
The aboveanalysis of the reactionis also corroboratedby the set of XP-spectrataken
with synchrotron radiation shown in Fig. 15. The spectrum at the top reflects the
relative!y high concentrationofphysisorbed CO2 (binding energy291.2 eV) with IeSpcct
to CO2 (at 286.6 eV). The binding energiesare very similar to thosereported~ Dling et
al. [30]. At T = 120 K physisorbed CO2 has beenwidely attenuated, but CO2 remains
on the surface.At the sametime a small CO induced featuregrows in at 285.6eV. At 170
K a new featurehas developedat a binding energyof 287.0 eV and the CO in~.d peak
has grown. A surface temperatureof 320 K leaves CO as the only remaining surface
species.The feature:at 287.0 eV observedbetween 170 K and 300 K must be connected
with the formate spt",cies.
As is shownin the insetof Fig. 15 (top spectrum)a peak due to
formate at 287.0eV is observedif ~rbed formic acid is thermally tteated.According to
the work of Madix et al. [48] and of Illing [49] we know that the additional featUIc at
288.5eV is due to formic acid solvatingthe formateformed in the monolayer. The loWQ"
trace in the inset of Fig. 15 is takenafter CO:]JH2adsorption,heating to T = 180 K and
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Figure 15. Series of high resolution CIs XP spectra of 5 L CO2 + H2fNi(110) as a
function of temperature. The inset compares formate species formed a) (in the top
spectrum)out of formic acid by heating to 200 K with formic acid as solven~and b) after
reaction of CO2 and H2 at 180 K solvatedwith readsorbedCO2.
allowing CO2 to readsorbat low temperature.As for the formic aci~ the CO2 solvating
the formate leadsto an additionalfeatureat higherbinding energy,a ttace of which is also
seen in the spectrum shown ig. Fig. 15. We have shown before [29] that without
presenceof hydrogen only CO2 forms on the surface which above 200 K dissociates
into adsorbedCO and oxygen. Only with the presenceof hydrogen(or deuterium)do we
observeformate formation [36].
However, the tendency for formate formation is a rather complex function of the
hydrogen coverage. Clearly, if we preadsorb hydrogen (or deuterium) at room
temperatureto saturationcoverage(1 L), CO2 adsorptionand evenCO2 physisorptionat
low temperatureis suppressed.Note, that at saturationcoverage, the Ni(110) surface
undergoesa (2xl) reconstruction, which was monitored using ~ED [50]. We have to
go to low H2 doses(0.2 L) beforewe seeCO2 physisorption.CO2 fonnation appearsto
be suppressed by higher coverages of hydrogen but favoured by low hydrogen
precove~es. It is not clear at presentwhat causesthe effect but we have notedearlier [9]
that CO2 formation appearsto be correlated with the substrateworkfunction for typical
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O-type substrates.Hydrogen is kno~ to increase the workfunction by about 0.5 eV
(from 4.5 eV to 5.0 eV) for saturationcoverage[SO-54].It is~ot unre-asonable
to assume
that it is the increase in workfunction that quenchesCO2 formation and its funher
reaction.
3.3. CASE3: C6H6fOS(OOOl)
As an example for a rather complex reaction ~e discuss the reaction of benzene on
Os(OOOI)[55]. Fig. 16 shows a set of complicated m spectra obtained after dosing the
Os«XX>l) surface at low temperature (T -200 K) and detecting the desorbing hydrogen.
In the temperature range 200 K < T < 290 K a chemisorbed ordered (..J1x .v7)RI9.10
monolayer, the low temperature phase, exists as monitored by LEED and ARUPS
experiments [18]. Very small amounts of molecular C6H6 desorption are observed up to
a temperature of 320 K. Increasing the temperature to T > 290 K leads to dissociative
chemisorption. Fig. 16 shows a series of H2 m spectra from C6H6 + Os«XX>I) with
variation of the initial coverage and a constant heating rate P (~ = dT/dt = 3.5 K/s). Five
desorption states are detected in the range of 300 K < T < 830 K for high coverages. The
first H2 desorption peak a is observed at 326 K followed by a second more intense
feature ~ at 372 K. The combined areas of the sttuctures a. and Ii take about 1/3 of the
whole area covered by the specttum at saturation coverage. This indicates the loss of two
H atoms per benzene molecule at 400 K. Funher heating leads subsequently to three
desorption peaks, 'y, 0 and £ at 460, 675 and 750 K, respectively. H2 desorption ends at
830 K and an ordered (9 x 9) graphitic sttucture is formed as indicated by I.RED and

AES.

The number of dehydrogenation steps is dependent on the coverage. Lower coverages
lead to a broad dehydrogenation feature in the m spectrum with only tWo peaks whereas
high coverages cause five clearly distinguishable dehydrogenation steps.
No shift of the a-peak maxima at various exposures is observed. This indicates a first
order desorption reaction, perhaps related to C-H bond breaking. In contrast to this
finding the ~-peak maximum shifts towards lower temperatures with increasing
coverages. A superposition of a low coverage effect and a high coverage effect has to be
considered which may be responsible for the observed shift. In the temperature range 290
K < T < 340 K the observed (.v7 x .v7)RI9.10 benzene sttucture develops broad I,RFD
spots with increasing background intensity and vanishes subsequently.
ARUPS data were recorded in the temperature range of 200 K < T < 1000 K [55].
Fig. 17 shows a series of normal emission spectra at different temperatures and
saturation coverage with a photon energy of hv = 21.21 eV and the angle of incidence
a = 72.5°, i.e. dominant z-polariz.ation [56]. The experiments were performed by
heating the sample up to the temperature T noted on the left hand side of the diagram and
then cooling it down to -200 K. This procedure was applicable because the observed
transition processesturned out to be irreversible.
The .lowest specttum in Fig. 17 is typical for the low temperature phase obser:ved after
adsorption of benzene at temperatures below 290 K. Structures close to the FenIll edge up
to 4 e V binding energy can be attributed to emission from the osmium 5d bands.
Adsorbate induced features are observed in the binding energy range 4-14 eV, with a
prominent peak at 11 eV, a double peak around 8 eV and weaker s.ttu~turesaro.un~6 8;fid
4 eV. After heating the sample, the shapes of the spectra vary sIgnificantly mdicaung
several adsorption phases. The first variation is observed at T -3?0 K, when hydroge,n
desorption starts (cf. Figs. 16 and 17). At T = 340 K desorpu.on of the a-peak 15
complete and the photoemission spectrum changes. The former Intense peak at 11 eV
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Figure 16. Hydrogen desorption spectra after adsorption of benzene on Os(OOOI)at
T = 180 K for various exposures.The benzenedose is given as the pressurein the gas
inlet system(pa) multiplied by the dosing time (sec). (1) 0.065, (2) 0.13, (3) 0.26, (4)
0.52 (5) 0.63, (6) 0.78, (7) 0.94, (8) 1.25, (9) 3.12, (10) 12.6 Pa sec. The heating rate
was 3.5 K/sec. In the inset hydrogendesorption spectraobl:ainedafter adsorption of H2
at T = 180 K are shown. Hydrogen doses: (1) 1.58, (2) 3.15, (3) 6.3, (4) 12.6, (5)
25.2, (6) 50.4, (7) 196.0, (8) 211.0, (9) 660.0 Pa sec.The heating rate was 3.5 K/sec.
weakensand eventually disappears,and the spectromis no~vdominatedby a peak at 8.5
eV. The work function shows no significant variation d.uring this phase transition.
Funher heatingof the sampleto 380I( leads to fU11her
desorptionof hydrogen(~peak in
Fig. 16) and to the fonnation of anotl1eradsorbatephase.The absenceof the peak at 11
eV and the appearanceof a new feature at 1.0.5eV (Fig. 17) are characteristic for this
phase.The work function increasesfrom 3.7 to 3.92 eV. Heating to temperaturesabove
380 K leadsto less strocturedspectra.Finally the clean sunsce was obtained by flashing
the sample up to very high temperaturesabove 2000 K f'or a longer time. The work
function of the clean surface was detentlined to be 5.6 eV and could also be used as a
monitor of the cleanlinessof the Os«xx)I) surface.In order to characterizethe different
adsorptionphasesin more detail, angleresolvedphotoemissiionspectraare presentedas a
function of the electronemissionangll~9.
We use the 2alg emission of the benzene(D-band), i.e. the totally symmetric C-Hbonding orbital as the level to apply the oriented free molecule approach(OFM) for a
detentlination of the orientation of the molecular plane. Fig. 18 shows the polar angle
variations of the intensity of the D-band for three different temperaturesindicating a
geometricaldistortion as a function of temperature.The temperat\U'CS
have beenchosento
representthe (I, ~ and "( statesas marked in the TD spectra(Fig. 17). Together with the
HREELS studies, discussed in the following, ~'e are able to propose a sequenceof
reactionsand interpretthe changesas a function of tcmperatuIein the ARUP spectra.
Fig. 19a collects a seriesof HREEL spectraof benzeneon 0s«xx)1) as a function of
temperature[57].
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Figure 17. He1 photoelectron spectraof a saturatedbenzeneadlayer on Os(OOOI)at
selectedtemperatures.AdsorbatelevelsarelabeledA-D.
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Figure 18. Polar plot of the integI'atedintensitiesof the D band ion states(seeFig. 17)
of benzeneon Os«XX>I)atdifferenl:temperatUI'es.
adsorbate.However, C-H bending modes at 1110and 1390cm-l are detectable.Further
increaseof the temperatureto a value (T = 382 K), where the second hydrogen atom is
lost, leads to several further changesin the EEL spectrum (spectrum (c) in Fig. 19a):
fIrStly, the intensity of the elastic peak decreasesby orders of magnitude, indicating a
pronounceddisorderingof the adsorbatelayer; secondly, severalmodes in the region of
C-C frame vibrations between465 ,and700 cm-l, as well as in the region of C-H bending
modes between 980 and 1400 cm-l grow in. Most pronounced, however, is the
considerableintensity in the region of the C-H stretchingmodesabove 3(XX)crn-l. Note
that the observedvibrational frequenciesare only slightly shifted with respectto those
observed for the benzenemoiety. For a definite assignmentit would be desirable to
comparethe observedfrequencieswith those of the benzyne-Os3cluster compoundsfor
which X-ray sttucturedetenninations are reported showing an inclined C6H4 ring with
respect to the Os cluster plane [60,61]. Unfortunately, the vibrational spectra of these
compounds in the hydrocarbonregion have not beenreported. However, the vibrational
spectrumof matrix-isolatedbenzynehas beendeterminedand assignedon the basis of a
nonnal mode analysis[62-65].
A comparisonwith the benzenespectrumshows that except for one vibration, i.e. the
uc-c mode at 2082 cm-l, the benzynevibrational energiesare in the neighbourhoodof
those of C6H6. For the adsorbedbenzynewe find indications of lossesat 2(XX)and 2565
cm-l, which may bedue to the ring vibration. The other observedvibrational lossesare in
the range of thosefor benzene.The band at 2<XX>
cm-l might also be due to co-adsorbcd
CO. On the other hand the changl:s of the loss intensities in going from benzene to
adsorbedbenzyne are mostcharactJ:risticand consistent with a pronouncedgeometrical
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changeof the adsorbedspeciesas shall be alluded to in the following. The simplest way
to explain the observedchangesof intensitiesis tQconsidera DI0lecularplane which is no
longer parallel to the surfaceplane but rather tilted to a certain angle. It is very bald to
estimatethe tilt anglequantitatively. J~~oband Menzel [59] qualitatively estimatethe tilt
of the molecularplane by fanning the ratio (R;) lofthe vibratiollalloss intensitiesof the cH stretchmodesabove 3CXX>
cm-l with respectto the C-H wagging mode (YC-Wbelow
l(xx) cm-l under specular scatteringconditions. These authorsfind Ri values of 2xlo-2
for flat lying C6H6 and 12xlo-2 for QsH6, where the molecular plane is inclined in a
physisorbed C6H6 layer. We fmd values of lxlO-2 for adsorbedC6li6, 4xlo-2 for the
phenyl phase,and 3Oxlo-2 for adsorbe<iC6H4.Since we know that the C-H-framework
in phenyl and benzynestayscoplanar wiithina few degreesin the clustercom}X>und
-as it
is in gaseousbenzene-we may draw the conclusionfrom the changeof Ri as a function
of temperaturethat the tilt angle with re:)pectto the surfaceDOnnaldecreasesfrom ~ in
the C6H6 adsorbateto a value compara.bleto o,r even larger than C6H6 physisorbed on
Ru(OOOl).A reasonablevalue for the physisorbedphaseis 4~)o,so that we can expect a
tilt angle in the neighbourhoodof this 'valuefo,r the benzynespecieson Os«(xx)l). Our
photoemissionstudy (see above)is coI1rlpatiblewith thesefmdings. Also, as a result of
the photoemissionstudy we concluded that in the phenyl adsorbatethe tilt angle of the
molecular plane increasesonly slightl~, with respect to the benzeneadsorbate.The
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Figure 20. Top: structurefonnula for possible adsorbate-~iubsb'ate
bondings of C6H4 on
an OS3cluster reported in ref. [60]. Bottom: schematic(not site specific) 3D plot of the
proposed onho C6H4 type intemlediates at the Os(OOOI)surface at T -380 K for
different domains.The moleculesan~inclined by 450.
HREELS data corroboratethesefmclings as well. Upon hc:atingthe surfaceabove 400 K
the spectracontinuously changean~d,at teI1r1peratures
abo,veT = 500 K, the vibrational
wagging modes,characteristicof the:existenceof a six-memberedring, havedisappearcd
This is compatible with the conclusions based on the ms data [55] that above this
temperaturethe ring structure breaks up. We have not studied this latter temperature
region in detail with HREEl-S andleavethis for future studies.
The HREELS dataprovide further experimentalevidenceto supporta reactionc~l
of adsorbedbenzeneproposedabovc:,namelya successivc~
lossof hydrogenaccompanied
by the formation of at leasttwo intermediatespecieswhich we believe to be a phenyl and
a benzynespecies,before the six-mc~mbered
ring structurestartsto break up. and finally
leadsto the formation of a carbono~{erlayeron the Os({Xx;ll)surface.To our knowledge
thereis only one other studyreporte(jlin the literaturewhen: the authorsfind experimental
indications of an adsorbedbenzenemoiety on a solid surface. Liu and Friend [66] have
published XPS and NEXAFS (near edge X-ray absorptiol~fine structure specb'OscoPY)
data for the system C6H6lMo(110)1.By comparison with reference data (gained via
decomposition of C6HSSH on Mo(:110» [66] they dedu(:ethe presence of a benzyne
species on the surface. Evidence from vibrational spectroscopyhas so far not been
reponed. The presentstudy representsthe first experimentalindication via HREELS for
the existenceof a benzyneprecursor:forbenzenedissociatio,n.
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3.4. CASE4: ADSORPTIONON OXIDES

Metal oxides, and tt"ansition-metaloxides in particular,are in use ascatalystsin industrial
processes.This is certainly one of the reasonswhy the study of adsorptionand reaction
on oxide swfaceshas beenpioneeredrather earlyin the fifties aOOsixties. With tlM::advent
of swface sciencethe interest has shifted towards clean metll swfaces and the study of
metal oxides has beenabandonedto some extenLDuring the last decadeor so, however,
the interestin oxide surfaceshas beenrevitalized and someclean single-crystalsurfaces
have been studied by applying swface-sciencemethodology. Henrich [67] has ~nt1y
published an excellent review of this field. For certain oxides, i.e., semiconducting
oxides such as ZnO, a great deal of information already exists even for molecular
adsorbateson these surfaces.Much of this literature has been collected in a review by
Heiland and Ltith [68]. It appears,though, that Zno is a singular case. One issue has
been that many oxides exhibits only limited conductivity which in turn limits the
applicability of electron-spectroscopic techniques which playa central role in the
characterizationof clean surfacesand of molecular adsorbateson thesesurfaces.Someof
the latter difficulties may be circumvented by looking at thin oxide films grown on
metallic substrates.
As an examplewe briefly discussthe situationof NO on NiO(I00) [69].
We have investigatedthe adsorptionof NO on a thin NiO(I00) f11mof severallayers
thickness grown on top of a Ni(I00) surface in comparison with data of an in vacuo
cleavedNiO(I00) singlecrystal. The layer exhibitsa high defect density.We demonsttatc
via application of several surface-sensitive electron-spectroscopictechniques (xpS,
ARUPS, NEXAFS, HREELS) that the occupied (ARUPS) and unoccupied (NEXAFS)
electronic statesare similar to those of a bulk NiO(I00) sample. In spite of its limited
thickness,the band structureof the thin film exhibitsband dispersionperpendicularto the
surface that are compatible with those of bulk NiO(I00). It is shown that the electronic
strUctureof the oxygen sublattice can be describedin a band..strUcture
picture while for
the Ni sublattice electron localization effects lead to a breakdownof the band-structure
picture.
NO on NiO desorbs at 220 K. Fig. 21 shows the thermal desorption spectraof NO
from a bulk Ni(I00) surface in comparison with desorptionfrom the oxide layer [69].
The desorption temperatures for both systems are only marginally different. If we
considerthe different heating rates and identical, commonly used frequency factors we
calculateon the basisof the Readheadformula [P.A. Readhead,Vacuum 12,203 (1962)]
almost identical desorptionenergiesfor both cases,i.e., 0.52 eV .This meansthat NO is
weakly chemisorbedon a NiO surface. It is quite surprisingthat the desorptionenergies
on both surfaces are the same becausethe defect densities are different by orders of
magnitude as judged from the LEED spots[70], and one is tempted to expect a strong
influence of the defectson the desorptiontemperature.Howevc:r,even though we do oot
know the exactnatureof the defectsthe similarity of thedesorptiontemperaturesmdir~!~s
that the defectsare not the sites of NO adsorptionon the oxidl: fUm.The NO coverageis
close to 0.2 relative to the numberof Ni surfaceatomsas determinedby XPS. ~FRT _C\
reveals that there is only one specieson the surface documentedby the observation of
only
one22
bond-stretching
..
Fig.
shows somefrequency.
HREEL spectra of NO on a NIO(I00)
film at different
temperatures.Upon exposureto NO at low temperat~, we observei.n addition to ~
very strong NiO surface phonons one peak at the high-frequency Side of the thit:d
muitiple-phonon-loss. This peak vanishes at about 200 K surface temperatur~ In
agreementwith the thermaldesorptiondatawhich showeda peak tempemtW'C
only a little
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Figure 21. Comparison of m spectra for NO adsorbed00 a NiO(lOO) single crystal
surfacecleaved in vacuo with a m spectrumfor NO adsorbedon NiO(lOO) epitaxially
grown on Ni(lOO).
above T = 200 K. We assignthis peak to the N=O bond..sttetching vibration of NO
adsorbed on top of Ni sites in the NiO layer. This assignmentis based on a detailed
HREELS study of NO-O-coadsorption on Ni(I00) [71]. We have ploned HREELS
spectra of NO on Ni(I00) and NO + 0 on Ni(I00) for comparison in Fig. 22. Both
spectraare rathercomplex, and a detailed discussionshows that the spectraare causedby
the superpositionof a setof different species[71]. The important aspectfor the present
purposeis the appearanceof a single peak at 1800cm-l for adsorptionnear coadsorbed
oxygen. This peak has beenassignedto NO adsorbedon top of Ni atoms with a bent NiNO bond. The bending of the axis in the coadsorbateis also indicated by the appearance
of a bending vibration at 640 cm-l, typical for a strongly bound system[72].
We have transfen'edthis assignmentto the oxide surfacealthoughwe do not observea
bendingmode.We cannotexcludeat presentthat sucha bending vibration is situatednear
the position of the NiO phonon loss but this would imply that d1Cforce constant of the
bending mode on the oxide surface is similar to the adsorbate on the metal surface.
However, we know that the molecule-substratebonding is much weaker on the oxide
surface as compared with the metal surface,so that we expc:cta reduced bending fon;e
constant.This would shift the bendingmode to lower frequencieswhich might render the
bending mode unobservable under the present conditions. Clearly, an independent
experimentalclue as to the geometryof the molecular axis is highly desirable.We have
therefore performed NEXAFS investigations on the NO/NiO(lOO) adsorbate[69].
NEXAFS data on the system and a comparison with previous data on the system
NO/Ni(lOO) indicate that the molecular axis of adsorbedNO is tilted by an angle of
approximately 450 relative to the surfacenonnal. The Nls XP spectraof the weakly
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Figure 22. HREEL spectrafor NO on NiO(lOO) in comparisonwith HREEL spectraof
NO on a clean and on an oxygencoveredNi(lOO)surface.
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olefins [74], hydrogenation of alkenes and dehydrogenation of alkanes [75], reduction of
NO and decomposition ofN204 [76] is rfither high.

For CO we observea well ordered(v3xV3)R3()osuperstructurein the LFJm pattern.
The ARUPS and NEXAFS data obtained for this adsorbateare compatible with an
adsorption geometrywhere the CO moleculeslie flat on the surfaceinteracting with the
oxide via the 0' valence states and the 7t systems. Fig. 23 shows a schematic
representation of the CO-adsorbatesystem as it is deduced from the experimentally
available information. The CO molecules interact with two Cr-ions on the surface.The
CO 17tzelectrons interact repulsively With the oxygen layer underneath.The combined
interactionslead to interestingly different ionizationpotentialsof CO on an oxide surface
as compared with metal surfaces.This is summarizedin Fig. 24. Worth noting is the
comparisonbetweenCr203 and Cr metal becausein both casesthe molecule is known to
ly flat on the surface.Clearly, the interaction with the oxide is much different from the
CO-metalinteraction.
For CO2 not only adsorption on the surface but also reaction with the surface is
observed. At low temperaturesCO2 is partly adsorbedin a molecular physisorbed state
and partly it reacts with the oxide surface to form a surface carbonate. After slight
annealing only carbonateis found on the surface.It appearsthat adsorption, respectively
reaction of CO and CO2 only takes place on those palrts of the surface that expose
chromium atoms to the respective adsorbatesince the surface reactivity is strongly
suppressedby preadsorption of oxygen. The adsorption of oxygen leads to a surface
which exposes far fewer chromium atoms. A clean, freshly flashed oxide surface
exhibits chromium atoms that are in a different oxidation statethan those in the bulk as
judged from EELS. Theseatomsare most likely responsiblefor the high reactivity of the
Cr203(111) surface.

Figure 23. Structuremcxlelfor CO(~3x~3)R3()O/Cf203(lll). The unit cell of the adlayer
is indicated.
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the electronic structure of the system. The strong intermolecu interactions leac~ to
pronounced E vs. k dispersions which may be monitored th1ough angle dependente
measurements.Inelastic electronscatteringmay be usedto deduc the site of adsorption.
dispersion measurementsinfer the lateral displacementsand fro m X-ray photoelectron
diffraction resultsthe tilt angleof themolecularaxis.
We have used various examplesto illustrate how surface sciencetechniquesmay be
applied to identify metal-moleculeinteractionsand how theseinteractions changein the
courseof the increaseof surfacetemperature.
Finally we show that thesetechnique~may be applied for semi-conductiveand even
insulating oxide surfaces if the adsorption is studied on oxide films grown on metal
substrates.With non electron spectroscopictechniques such as ms and high energy
electron spectroscopictechniquessuchas XPS comparisonto adsorbationon bulk single
crystal is possible. Through this approach we learn about the influence of defects on
oxide surfacesonto the adsorptionbehaviour.

Figure 25. HREEL spectta for 12CO2and 13C02on Cr203(111) taken at two different
ternperatures.
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